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Synonym for unfair

The definition of injustice is something unjust or not morally correct. It's not fair; Unfair; unfairly Not morally acceptable; morally bad; it's not ethical. Lack of respect or ethical principles (now rare) is not fair; Unfair; unfairly naughty in a playful way; naughty Tendencies to avoid speaking openly or making
revelations about yourself. I tend to lie, cheat, cheat, or cheat. Light in color, especially blonde: (Archaic) Low height; briefly Contrary to established moral principles. (Mathematics) I don't zay or sequence operations, such as differentiation and integration, when applied to only one of several variables at
the same time. Unfairly or not sporty (use problem) uninformed or uninformed; Naïve. Not allowed; prohibited Out of proportion, both in size, shape or quantity. Despicable; Lack of dignity Vulgar. Harmful to their reputation; Deserving of condemnation: (Management) Can be formulated as an element of
action or a set of action elements. (Comparable) Fair, generosity; resilient, ̃games. Infidel or adultery. Exceeding the normal, normal, reasonable or proper limit. (Outdated) Full of shame; Ashamed. Deliberate desire to cause pain and suffering; Enjoying the suffering of others; without mercy or pity, marked
by a lack of shame: so harmful to the interests of one of the parties to an agreement or treaty to make this document unenforceable and therefore invalid. Made by moving the hand (hands) from below. Unequal, as in length or thickness, is an example of injustice or injustice: Actually just; Right, right;
Proper. Not named properly; See, for example, an incorrect faction that exceeds reasonable limits; immoderate: non-cricket (idiotism, figuratively speaking, humorous) unsportsmanlike. Determining guilt deserves guilt. Prohibited by law; Against the law; Illegal; illegal definition of vicious is someone or
something particularly cruel, harsh or violent, especially when malevolence is done intentionally. Moral basis or evil; Angry; depraved; Sinful is not yet due to or payable as Petty's debt is defined as something relatively worthless or unimportant. Low quality, value or value; Insignificant; The poor concedes
Is Not justified; Unforgivable: It is impossible to justify, pardon or justify: Uneven speed, origin or duration: Not in accordance with approved trade practice Discrimination, or delineation Given or characterized by deception; deceitful Can be punished; suitable for punishment. Relates exclusively to a
particular thing or person; Particular. (from the 14th c.) Injury or likelihood of bodily harm; harmful Find another word for On this page you can find 73 synonyms, antonyms, idiotic expressions and related words for injustice, such as: unjust, unjust, wrong, unethical, dishonest, unequal, wicked, evasive,
dishonest and fair. 1 (adjective) in the sense of meaning The union said it was unfair to expect workers to accept wage restrictions. The synonyms for the unjustified unjustified rise in petrol prices have unjustified the Commission has concluded that the police actions were unwarranted. See examples of
synonyms 2 (adjective) in the sense of biased Non-financial or unfairSome who have been sentenced to long prison terms after unfair trials. The synonyms biased judge was biased. She complains that her social worker was biased towards her. unfair campaign against unfair immigration laws unilateral
She gave a very one-sided account of the case. Part of some of the umpiring in the tournament was partial. guerrillas He's too partisan to be a judge. discriminatory reforms had been enacted that had abolished laws that discriminated on the basis of race. fanatical He was fanatical and biased. unfair
system is grossly unfair and ineffective. See examples for Synonyms 3 (adjective) in the sense of unscrupulous or unethical, involved in unscrupulous trade practicesSynonyms unscrupulous These children are exploited by very unscrupulous people. Curve (unofficial) It can expose its crooked business
dealings with the authorities. dishonest He became rich in dishonest means. unethically I thought it unethical for doctors to operate on family members. Illegal his protest at what he claims is his wrongful conviction for the murder of unscrupulous unscrupulous behavior prosecutors dishonest He insisted he
did nothing dishonest ©. All rights are reserved. The added synonym for feeling fanatical Was fanatical and biased. Synonyms, chauvinistic, racial in the sense of crookedness dishonest or illegalOn can expose his crooked business dealings to the authorities. Synonym-table, / ʌnˈfɛər /SEE SYNONYMS
FOR unfair ON THESAURUS.COMnot Fair; not meeting approved standards like fairness, honesty or ethics: an unjust law; unfair wage policy. Unjustified; for what is right or appropriate: an unfair share. English likes to put words together to make new ones. So how do you know if you write them as one
word or two? Scroll through this quiz to test your knowledge! Connecting the word word that consists two or more words that are otherwise unalted. TAKE THE QUIZ ON THE GOU OUT TO 900; 1705-15 for def. 1; Average English: non-food, ugly; Old English unf'gger; bend with the old Scandinavian
efagrams. See UN-1, fair1un'fair'ly, adverbun-fair'ness, noun, inexhaustible, unpeeled, non-factional, unchanged, unchanged, unfair competition, unfair practice, infidelity, unfamiliarDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Accidental House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2021warranted,
dishonest, biased, illegal, partisan, discriminatory, illegal, unreasonable, one-sided, wrong, arbitrary, wrong, shameful, unjust, unjustified, immoral, unethical, cruel, unforgivable Case lambasts without evidence, unfair trial, and damage to American reputation. But it would be unfair to single out American
diplomats for this ignorance. I think the attacks on Farid are distorted, irresponsible and unfair, Weisberg wrote by email. Both men and women experience stereotypes and injustices.characterized by inequality or injusticeunfairly, adverb of justice, nounCollins English Dictionary - Complete No Unabridged
2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons and Co Ltd 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012Thit you think of 2020?© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Now the referee worked, tearing him up so he could hit Danny all the benefits of that can give an unfair
referee. They were hateful Gringos, and they were all unfair. And at worst, visions continued to blink and sparkle in his brain - long lines of railway tracks that boiled through the desert; rural areas and American constables, prisons and calabuzas; Tramps on water tanks are all squalid and painful
panoramas of his odyssey after Rio Blanca and strike. Given that the price of dogs has been booming into the sky on unspoded demand, this was not an unfair amount for such a fine animal. It is also absurd to assume that the state has become an oligarchy, because those who are in power are stingy
and greedy money, and not because those who are much richer than their fellow citizens feel it is unfair that those who have nothing should have an equal share in ruling the state with themselves, who possess so much for many oligarchies it does not allow to be used in getting money and there are many
laws to prevent this. To deny the existence of a passion about which we often see obvious cases seems very strange and absurd; and it really can only come from the self-reporting that we mentioned above, but how unfair it is! The first to enter the field and lists was a master of ceremonies who surveyed
and walked all over the earth to see that there was nothing unjust and nothing lurked to make the combatants stumble or fall; then they came in and seated themselves, shrouded in robes, closed their eyes, not even their breasts, and did not show any minor emotions, as Don quixote appeared in the lists.
After some hesitation he ordered an end to the friendship - command, though seemingly inspired by the spirit of prophecy; and John, saying: saying: continued to disobey the order under the rose. They don't care about our humour, of course it would be unfair to deny their grief. KEH -- Cheating on exams
and unfair distribution of marks by examiners are two very important issues that need to be addressed by Balochistan's education authorities. See the definition of unfair trial'SYNONYMSunjust, unfair, biased, biased, discriminatory, one-sided, unequal, uneven, unbalanced, biased, biased, partisan, partial,
intolerant, bigoted, colored, distorted, deformed, loaded, weighted, slanted2'his comments were excessive and unfair'SYNONYMS undeserved, inappropriate, unreasonable, unreasonable, out of proportion, disproportionate, excessive, extreme, immoderateinformal a little bit a lot Of British unofficial off, a
little thick3'unfair play'SYNON, illegal, illegal, behind-the-scenes, unscrupulous, dishonest information crooked, low-down4'I be unfair, prattling on how it is when you need your rest'SYNONYMSinconsiderate, thoughtless, insensitive, selfish, mean, unkind, unreasonable, dishonest, heartless, heartless
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